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What is Passive Solar?

Passive solar design refers to the use of the 
sun's energy for the 

heating and cooling of living spaces, and
heating of water

Passive solar in ancient history
Socrates noted “In houses that look toward the 
south, the sun penetrates the portico in winter.”
Greek playwright Aeschylus stated only primitives 
and barbarians "lacked knowledge of houses 
turned to face the winter sun”. 



Main Elements of Passive Solar



Where can we use Passive Solar?

In areas without frequent winter 
overcast (e.g., Seattle doesn’t qualify)
In buildings with sufficient insulation 
and insignificant infiltration

If a house is drafty and/or poorly insulated, 
those aspects must be corrected before 
passive solar can be effective



Where is Passive Solar heating 
viable?

http://www.nrel.gov/rredc/solar_data.html



Aperature: Sources



Thermal Balance: Heat Loss

On average, daily solar input must be at least 
as much as daily building heat loss at desired 
temp.
Qloss = (Σ(UA)n + Cv)(ti - to)
where:

Qloss = BTU/hr or kW
U = 1/R-value (conduction, see R-values of common 

materials)
A = area (ft2 or m2)
n = exterior building surfaces (all walls, windows, 

ceilings, floors)
Cv = infiltration losses (see Architect's Handbook) [1] 
ti = desired indoor temperature
to = outdoor temperature, normally the coldest in the 

97.5 percentile (2.5% of the time is colder)



Thermal Balance: Solar Heat Gain

Qgain = (Σ((Qinsolation + Qdiffuse + Qreflected)A)nSHGC + 
Qother

where:
Qgain = BTU/day or kWh/day
Qinsolation = BTU/ft2/day or kWh/m2/day from table in Part 1
Qdiffuse = (normally a part of the empirical insolation data, more 

at NREL)
Qreflected = insolation energy x surface reflectivity (rough 

estimate, more at NREL)
n = each window facing the equator (cooling calculations must 

account for east and west windows)
SHGC = Solar Heat Gain Coefficient
Qother = Heat from people and various powered devices inside 

the insulated shell [2] 



Basic Design Types: 
Space Heating

Direct Gain: Sunlight shines into and warms the living space. 
Indirect Gain: Sunlight warms thermal storage (e.g., Trombe
Wall), which then warms the living space. 
Isolated Gain: Sunlight warms another room (sunroom) and 
convection brings the warmed air into the living space. 



Other Design Types



Aperature: Windows



Windows: SGHC vs U-factor

Strive for the combination of the lowest U-factor and highest SHGC



Solar Energy Distribution



Absorber

A surface that converts light energy into 
thermal energy

Table 1 - Absorptivity and Emissivity of Common Materials[3][4] 

0.110.95Black chrome-coated
copper foil

0.080.90Black nickel
0.170.90Copper Oxide
0.870.96Flat black paint
0.85 - 0.950.65 - 0.80Red brick/stone/paint
0.870.65Unfinished concrete
0.85 - 0.950.30 - 0.50White tile/stone/paint
EmissivityAbsorptivityMaterial



Thermal Storage Mass

Stores thermal energy collected during 
the day for use later (i.e., night or 
succeeding cloudy days)
Two main types

Sensible: Stores/releases energy 
proportional to temperature rise
Latent: Stores/releases energy at a phase 
change temperature



Storage Mass Time Lag



Thermal Time Constant

Definition: The thermal inertia of the 
building taking into consideration the 
building's insulating properties.
The greater the time constant, the 
slower and more even the diurnal 
temperature changes



Latent Thermal Storage Mass: 
Materials

00.014958.810.01710.06240.24Air (80F, dry)

~200~1.9~37~0.0275~4.40.46Cellulose batts

12,0000.1537.50.0270.650.23Fiberglass batts

56 - 1031.65 - 2.63~17.4~0.0575.2 - 8.30.32Straw bale

19351310.810.093500.26Wallboard 
(gypsum)

(energy to 
extract and haul)330.43 - 11 - 2.31650.20Granite

~400336.751.331500.24Concrete
(heavy)

~400327.51.20.8331250.22Concrete
(light)

~1075226.42.130.471200.22Building Brick
ASTM C 62

~1075231.21.320.761300.24Face Brick
ASTM C 216

0 (add energy to 
pump)642.9410.351641Water (still)

Embodied Energy
BTU/lb

Heat Capacity
(β)
BTU/(ft3 F)

Thermal
Resistivity
(r)
(hr F ft)/BTU

Thermal
Conductivit
y (k)
BTU/(hr F ft)

Density
(ρ)
lb/ft3

Specific Heat
(c)
BTU/(lb F)

Material



Thermal Mass Rules of Thumb
Masonry and concrete floors, walls and ceilings to be used for 
heat storage should be a minimum of 4 inches thick.
A number of small windows to admit sunlight in patches gives 
better control re: overheating.
Use light colored surfaces (non-thermal mass storage walls, 
ceilings, floors) to reflect sunlight to thermal storage mass 
elements.
Thermal storage mass elements (floors, walls, ceilings) should be 
dark in color.
Masonry floors used for thermal mass should not be covered with 
wall-to-wall carpeting.
The most favorable storage occurs when each square foot of 
sunlight is spread (diffused) over a nine square foot area of 
storage surface.
The most efficient way to increase heat storage capacity is to 
increase the storage surface area and the distribution of sunlight 
rather than the thickness of the storage mass. 

From the Arizona Solar Center



Thermal Time Constant 
Calculations

TTCA = Ros + QAR [11]
where: 

QA = c*d*ρ (specific heat * d * density)
d = thickness (in the same units as in density

and area)
R = d/k
Ros = resistance of outside still air film 

(neglible in a breeze)

For a composite surface of multiple layers, 
starting from the outside layer as "1"; 
TTCA=QA1(Ros+ 0.5R1)+QA2(Ros+ R1 + 0.5R2)+ 

QA3(Ros + R1 + R2 +0.5R3) ... [13]



More Thermal Time Constant

To determine the TTC of a surface area;

TTCs = As * TTCs [14]
where:

As = area of surface

For n external surfaces in the building; 

TTCext. surfaces = ΣTTCs/Atotal [14][15]

To take into account any other interior thermal mass (e.g., 
partition walls, standing water walls, insulated masonry slab, 
etc), we can approximate the overall effective thermal mass; 

TTCtotal = TTCext. surfaces + ΣMiβi/kidiρi
where:

M = mass of individual interior objects i



Diurnal Heat Constant

DHCsurface = F1s [12]
where: (checkmark is symbol for square root in simple html)
F1 = √ (cosh 2x - cos 2x)(cosh 2x + cos 2x)
x = d√πρc/Pk
s = √Pkρc/2π
P = period (24 hours)

The overall DHC of a building is the 
summation the DHC values of each surface in 
contact with the interior air;

DHCtotal = ΣDHCsurfaceAsurface [12]



Heat Balance: Daily swings

∆T (swing) = 0.61Qgain/DHCtotal [12]
where:
∆T (swing) = the difference between the minimum and 

maximum interior temperatures.

Qgain = the daily building energy gain calculated previously

To design for a number of cloudy days, change 
the value of P (for example, to have sufficient 
thermal mass for 3 heavily cloudy days, P = 3)



Location of Mass and Insulation

High insulation, low thermal mass: Results in a low TTC and low DHC, 
so while the heat loss across highly insulated surfaces is low, there is still 
higher levels of heat loss through windows. The internal temperature is 
subject higher daily swings without thermal mass and such a building is a 
poor candidate for passive solar heating or cooling. 

External insulation, internal thermal mass: A high TTC and high DHC, 
providing a moderation of the indoor temperature during the winter and 
summer from winter solar gain and summer night time flushing. 

Internal insulation, external thermal mass: A low TTC and low DHC, 
providing very little temperature moderation. The internal temperature is 
subject higher daily swings and such a building is a poor candidate for 
passive solar heating or cooling. 

Internal and external insulation, encased thermal mass: Common 
with insulating concrete forms (ICF), provides a medium-high TTC, but a 
low DHC, so while it is somewhat effective for moderating temperatures 
generally, this approach does not store heat from passive solar insolation, 
nor does it cool off on summer nights with cool air flushing. 



Controls: Determining Sun Angles



Controls: Shading Techniques

Overhangs
Fins
External Shades
Internal Shades
Daylighting Considerations



Controls: Overhangs

Permanent vs. adjustable vs. removeable
Three main parameters

Overhang depth
Height above window
Window height



Controls: Overhang variations

Cantilevered Multi-Story, External Support



Overhangs: Combined with other 
systems

Photovoltaic panels can be overhangs

Winter Summer



Controls: Fins

Prevent unwanted insolation in morning 
and evening



Controls: Daylighting
considerations

Overhangs doubling as light shelves Light distribution from light shelves



Controls: External Shades



Controls: External Shades (cont)

Motorized External Shades



Controls: Internal Shades

Insulating shades add R-Value



Retrofit: What are the options?

Do It Yourself
Solar windowbox
Wall collector

Renovation
Excellent source of plans

www.build-it-solar.com



Retrofit: Solar Windowbox



Solar Windowbox Plans



Retrofit: Wall Mount



Retrofit: Wall Mount
Preventing Night-time Thermosiphon



Retrofit: Renovation
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